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ABSTRACT 
A Schur-type decomposition for Hamiltonian matrices is given that relies on 
unitary symplectic similarity transformations. These transformations preserve the 
Hamiltonian structure and are numerically stable, making them ideal for analysis and 
computation. Using this decomposition and a special singular-value decomposition for 
unitary symplectic matrices, a canonical reduction of the algebraic Riccati equation is 
obtained which sheds light on the sensitivity of the nonnegative definite solution. 
After presenting some real decompositions for real Hamiltonian matrices, we look into 
the possibility of an orthogonal symplectic version of the QR algorithm suitable for 
Hamiltonian matrices. A finite-step initial reduction to a Hessenberg-type canonical 
form is presented. However, no extension of the Francis implicit-shift technique was 
found, and reasons for the difficulty are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A matrix MEUZ’~~“’ 1s said to be Hamiltoniun [ 1 l] if JM= (JM )“, where 
(1.1) 
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Here, I, denotes the n X n identity and the superscript EZ conjugate transpose. 
If we partition M conformably with J, then we find 
Throughout this paper, 1U will denote this block matrix. 
The eigensystem of M has many easily verified properties. In particular, if 
then 
[:“I-y”]M= -q;“l-y”], (1.2) 
y”Ky+z “X2=( x+X)y”Z, ( 1.:3) 
Re(h)#O =a y"'zER, (1.1) 
AT>0 and K>O 3 Re(h)#O ( 1 .Fj) 
Here, F>O (F>(j) means that F is positive (nonnegative) definite. For a good 
set of references to the HamiftoniaIl-matrix literature, see the paper by Lauh 
and Meyer [3]. 
Our interest in Hamiltonian matrices stems from the fact that if 
and Y is nonsingular, then x’= - ZP’ --I solves the following matrix Riccati 
equation: 
-xiW+xf1+‘4”x+K=o. (1.8) 
This matrix quadratic equation frequently arises in optimal-control applica- 
tions, and when it does, there typically exist matrices H and C such that the 
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following three conditions hold: 
IVonnegutiue definiteness (NND): 
N= RR”, K = c”C. 
Stuhilixibility (S): 
If u;‘fA=Xw”(w#O) and RE(A)>O, then &‘A#O. 
Detectability (D): 
If Ar=hx (x#O) and Re( X)20, then Cx#O. 
These conditions ensure, via (1.6) and (1.2), that M has precisely n eigenval- 
ues in the open left half plane. Moreover, if the columns of 
Y 
[ 1 Z span the 
associated invariant subspace, then it is known, and will be shown in Section 
4, that the matrix X= - ZY PI exists and satisfies X” =X20. It is this 
solution to the Riccati equation that is normally required and to which we 
direct all our attention in the sequel. 
The most reliable method for carrying out the above invariant-subspace 
computations makes use of the well-known QR algorithm for eigenvalues and 
is described by Lauh [3]. The crux of his technique involves the calculation of 
Al’s Schur decomposition, i.e., a unitary matrix 
Qu QE 
‘= Qz.1 Qzz ’ [ 1 Q,i E@“~“, 
is foulid such that 
Q*MQxT= ‘;t’ ;f , 
i 1 Tii EC”-, 22 
is upper triangular with the eigenvalues of Tll in the open left half plane. 
Since 
the desired Riccati equation solution is given by X = - QzlQli ‘. 
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Although Laub’s method relies on numerically stable unitary transforma- 
tions, it has the defect of not preserving the Hamiltonian form of ,\I during 
the computations; the QR algorithm treats M as just another general matrix. 
This shortcoming is the motivation for the present paper. Our intention is to 
examine a class of unitary transformations which preserve Hamiltonian strut- 
ture under similarity. Using these transfonnatioIls, we prove Hamiltonian 
matrix “versions” of both the Schur and Hessenberg decompositions, giving 
an algorithm in the latter case. 
As mentioned above, our interest in these things has to do with solving the 
Riccati equation. By presenting unitary, structure preserving reductions of 
this problem, we hope to lay the groundwork for future algorithmic and 
perterbation-theoryl-theory developments. Although many authors before us have 
offered analyses of the Riccati problem and the associated matrix nil [2, -3, 61, 
we think that the unitary-matrix approach should prove to be as useful in this 
setting as it has in other application areas. 
2. UNITARY SYMPLECTIC MATRICES 
A matrix Q E Q) e”x’r is said to be symplectic [ll] if Q”JQ=J, where J is 
defined by (1.1). If Q is symplectic and 51 is a Hamiltonian matrix, then 
M, = QMQ - : 1. ’ is a so a Hamiltonian matrix: 
Q’fJM,Q=Qf’JQM=JM=(/M)“=Q’f(JM,,)ffQ. 
Let 2 denote the set of all unitary symplectic matrices. Note that QE i” 
implies QJ= JQ, from which we conclude 
It is clear that 2 is closed under multiplication and conjugate transposition. 
We now identify two subsets of 5 that are important for both practical 
and theoretical reasons. The first subset is made up of Householder symplectic: 
matrices, which have the form 





d’=[o )...) o,u, ,..., ii,,]#O. 
The other subset is comprised of the Jacobi symplectic matrices which have 
the structure 
.l(k,c,s)=[ _; ;], C,SECnX”, 
where 
C=diag( l,..., l,c,l,..., l), S=diag(O ,..., O,s,O ,..., 0) 
L-l I;- I 
and 
Jcj2+(s/2=1, (_sElR. 
Observe that the cosine and sine in a Jacobi symplectic matrix have the form 
C=WE and s= OS, where c and S are real and satisfy F2 +S2 = 1 and where 
WEC. 
We now present three algorithms which show how these special members 
of 2 can be used to zero specified entries in a vector. The verification that 
these algorithms perform as described is left to the reader, who may wish to 
review the zeroing capabilities of Householder and Jacobi transformations in 
Wilkinson [9] before reading further. 
ALGORITHM 1. Given y and z in a=” and k (1~ k<n), the following 
algorithm constructs a unitary QE$? such that if 
then for all i>k, xi =O, while for all itk, yi =wi and zi =xI: 
1. Let a=((~~\‘+ . . . +(.z,,[~)‘/~, and let Z~ =[~~le’@ define BER. 
2. If LY =O, then set Q=Z2,,. Otherwise set Q=H( k, u), where 
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~~LGOHITHM 2. Given y and u’ in c”, k (1 <k< II), and the assumption 
that ckzk E R, the following algorithm computes a unitary QE? such that if 
then xk =0 and for all ifk, y, =wl, and 2, =x,: 
1. If zk =O, then set c= 1 and s= 0. Otherwise, define c and .S 1)~ the 
equations T = yk /zk, s = ( 1 + 72 ) _ ‘12, and c = TS. 
2. Set Q=J( k, c, s). 
(Mm?: If &Zk is not real, then no J( k, c, s) exists such that the (II + k)tll 
component of J(k, c, ,P) y is zero.) 
[ 1 z 
ALGORITHM 3. Given y and .z in C ‘I, k (1 s k < n ), and the assumption 
that zyzk @i.zj~R, the following algorithm constructs a unitary QE!? such 
that if 
then W, =0 for all i>k, x, =O for all i>k, and for all i<k-1, z, =.x, and 
yi ==w,. 
1. Use Algorithm 1 to construct Q1 EC such that 
Q,[;]-[;I, f,gEQ=“, t&+1= . ..=g.,=(). 
2. Use Algorithm 2 to construct Qz. E? such that 
(note: &gk = z,“=k gjz, is real, so that this step is defined.) 
3. Use Algorithm 1 to construct Q:, E? such that 
4. Set Q=QctQ2Q1. 
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We mention in passing that the matrix Q that emerges from Algorithm 3 
has the following structure: 
Q= I” i, Ik;l ij, Qll, & Ec(n-k+l)x(n-k+l). 
We next establish a special variant of the singular-value decomposition for 
matrices in 2. The result is a specialization of a theorem due to Stewart [8] 
and will be useful in Section 4, where we analyze the Riccati equation. Before 
we proceed, we remind the reader of the “ordinary” singular-value decom- 
position theorem which states that if FEC”~“, then there exist unitary U and 
Vin C ‘IX’? such that 
The pi are referred to as singular values. See [7] for details. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Symplectic SVD). If 
is unitary, then there exist unitary Cl cud V in C n XI’ such that 
diag(lr”,IJH)Qdiag(V,V)= 
PA 3 
Z=diag(a,,...,a,), O<a,C .‘.GU,<l, 
and 
(2.1) 
A=diag(6,,...,6,), 6, = i(l-u$)l’e. 
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Proof. Let C;“Q,,V, =B=diag( ui.. . , a,, ) be the singular-value decom- 
position of pii. Write 
where O<cl, <cl, < . . <cl,, and partition W= Crr”(>,,V, conformably: 
w,, ... w, k 
w= I~,“(),,Vl = 
[ I : Wk, “. Gkk 
Since 
is unitary, it follows that 
Ay comparing blocks in (2.2a) we fincl 
(1 w = w.!Q 
1 1, ,I I’ 
t1,wp = W,,d,. (2..3a) 
Thus, cl; W,j =d,\y;‘di = F<+l~, from which we conclude that \yi =O 
whenever i #i. It then follows from (2.21~) that 
WJ’W,, =(l-dyz,>, ,’ ~~~~,~~‘=(l-clr))r,,,,. (2.:3b) 
We now determine unitary Y = diag( Y, 1, . . . , Ykk ) and Z = diag( Z,, , 
. . . , Z,,) such that Y H WZ is diagonal. If di # 0, then from (2.3a) we see W,, 
is Hermitian. Let Yii be a unitary matrix comprised of its eigenvectors, and set 
Z,, = Yip. If cl, =O, then from (2.3b) W,, is unitary. In this ease, set Y,, = W,, 
and Z,, = Z,,I ,. It then follows that 
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is diagonal. Moreover, it is easy to show from the block structure of C that 
YHZZ=Z. Equation (2.1) now follows by setting U= U,Y and V= Viz. The 
relations between the ui and the S, follow from the equation X2 + A2 = I,. n 
We conclude this section with a corollary that assures us that without loss 
of generality, we may consider only J( k, c, s) and H( k, u ) matrices in the 
course of doing computations with unitary symplectic transformations. 
COROLLARY 2.2. lf QE~, then Q is the product of Householder sym- 
plectic and Jucohi symplectic matrices. 
Proof. Note that in (2.1), 
Thus, it suffices to show that the corollary holds for matrices of the form 
diag(V,V) where VHV=l,. Let P,_i . . P,V=R be the Householder upper 
triangularization of V. (See [7] for details.) It follows that R has the form 
R = diag( eieA ) and therefore 
diag(V,V)=diag(P,,F,)...diag(P,-,,P,,,).~~lr(k,eiH~,o). n 
3. UNITARY DECOMPOSITIONS FOR HAMILTONIAN MATRICES 
We now turn to the problem of reducing a given Hamiltonian matrix to 
some “illuminating” canonical form using unitary symplectic similarity trans- 
formations. The following theorem constitutes our main result along these 
lines. 
THEOREM 3.1 (The Schur-Hamiltonian decomposition). If 
is a Hamiltonian matrix whose eigenvalues have nonzero real part, then there 
exists a unitary 
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(t3.1) 
whew 7‘ is upprr tkngulnr mcl R” = R. (J cwn hfl d~osrn so thclt th(> 
cigmcmlws of 7‘ aw in the left half plrm~. 
The matrix in (3.1) is said to be in S(.hzrr-Hal,liltoniclrl form. 
Proof. We use induction. For the n = 1 case, M has the form 
and the assumption that M has no purely imaginary eigenvalues ensures that 
KTJ is positive. It then follows that real c and s exist such that if Q=J( 1, c, s), 
then 
It follows that p”Mg has the Schrlr-Hamiltollian form (f3.1). 
We now assume that the decomposition exists for Hamiltonian matrices of 
order 2( n - 1) that have no purely imaginary eigenvalues. Suppose 
with y”y+,z”z # 0 and He( h ) (0. Ry (1.4) we have y*‘z E [w, and so, using 
Algorithm :3, there exists a re? such that 
P[+[ ;;I. a#(). 
where o1 is the first colr~mn of I,,. From the equation ( Z’MP” )c, = Xc,, \ve 
conclude that 
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However, since this matrix is also Hamiltonian, we must have c=O, KF =K,, 
p=p, s=r, NrH= N,, y= -x, u=O, q= -u;, and D,= -A?. Thus, the 
eigenvalues of M are h and -i together with the eigenvalues of the 
Hamiltonian matrix M, defined by 
M, = 
By induction, there exists a unitary symplectic Z of the form 
such that 
where ?‘i is upper triangular with eigenvalues in the left half plane. It is easy 
to verify that if 
then Q HLMQ has the form specified by the theorem. n 
This result amounts to a Schur-like decomposition for Hamiltonian 
matrices. However, unlike the ordinary Schur decomposition, it may fail to 
exist if M has purely imaginary eigenvalues. For example, it is easy to verify 
that no unitary symplectic similarity transformation can reduce 
M-[-i _;I, X,=i, A,=-i > 
to upper triangular form. Thus, the most we can assert ahout the reduction of 
general Hamiltonian matrices is the following: 
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COROLLARY 3.2. If M EC 2nX2” is a Hamiltonian matrix, then there 
exists a unitary symplectic Q E @ 2nx2” such that 
7’11 1’12 RI1 RI2 $P 
I, 
where TI1 is upper triangular and 
?;2 R22 
K,, - ?‘zi’ 
purely imaginary eigmvalues. 
1 is a Hamiltonian matrix with 
Let us refer to those Hamiltonian matrices that can be reduced to the 
form (3.1) as Schur-reducible Hamiltonian matrices. An important class of 
Schur-reducible Hamiltonian matrices is identified in the following result: 
COROLLARY 3.3. If 
with N” = N> 0 and K” = K 2 0. then M is Schur-reducible. 
Proof. Let lVi -+ N and Ki + K be sequences of positive definite matrices, 
and define 
It follows from (1.5) and Theorem 3.1 that for each j, Mi is Schur-reducible. 
Suppose Q/‘h4iQj ( Qj EC ) is in Schur-Hamiltonian form and that Q is a limit 
point of the (bounded) sequence {Q,}. It follows that Q is in 9 and that 
Q”MQ is in Schur-Hamiltonian form. n 
4. THE HICCATI EQUATION 
The results of the previous two sections can be used to render an 
interesting reduction of the Riccati equation (1.8). Assume first that N>0 and 
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K 20. In light of Corollary 3.3 there exists a unitary 
such that 
Q”W= [ 0’ $1. (4.1) 
Using the symplectic SVD (Theorem 2.2), we can find n X n nnitary matrices 
I7 and V such that 
C!“Q,,V=Z=diag(a, ,..., u,,), O<a,< . . 
IT”Q,2V=h=diag(6,,. . . ,6, ), 
and thus the equation 
transforms to 




where A= [l”A[!, $7= [l”.&‘[T, i= [r”K[T, * and T=V”TV. Moreover, it is 
easy to verify that if 
then S= CrglJ” solves the original Riccati equation (1.8). In particular, if the 
diagonal matrix Z is nonsingnlar, then 
S= I’diag( 6, /ul,. . . , t&/u,,) CT” (4.5) 
is a Hermitian sohltion. 
Recall the conditions of stabilizability (S) and detectability (D) given in 
Section 1. We now show that if (S) and (D) both hold, as they frequently do 
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in optimal control, then the matrix X in (4.5) not only exists lmt satisfies 
X20. 
Proof. We first show that (S) implies that uI is positive. We do this 1)~ 
contradiction. Suppose for some j> 1 that ()=a, = . . =ui <aill. Thlls, 
diag(6, ,..., S,)=I,, and 2, rdiag(ui, 1 ,..., a, ) is nonsingdar. With obviotls 
notation, (4.4) can be partitioned as follows: 
Ry comparing (1,l) blocks in this equation we find that ??1:TI, =O. Since 
ig>O, it follows that P?12 =O as well. Comparison of the (2,l) (3, l), and (4,l) 
blocks respectively reveals that fzI = 0, &‘, = - ff!, and A,, = 0. If O# tc E @ 1 
satisfies fllf~=h~~, then it follows that Re( X)<O, since the eigenvahles of ? 
are the eigenvalues of fl, and Fz2 collectively. This implies that 
lit1 7[ 
However, if we define x by 
=O. 
then we have A”x= -Ax and H”x=O. This contradicts (S), and hence uI >O. 
Now conditions (D) ensmes via (1.3) and (1.6) that M has no purely 
imaginary eigenvalues. Thus, the eigenvahles of ?‘ are in the open left half 
plane. However, if the matrix X is defined by (4.5), then A -ArX=Q,,l’~,~l’ 
kill d 
It follows from Lyaplmov theory that X>O. n 
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It should be apparent at this stage that if ui is small, then nnmerical 
difficulties can be expected to arise in the course of solving the Riccati 
equation. To begin with, if follows from (4.5) that 
IIXII =/-I 6, _ (I-w2 =COt u - 2 01 01 1’ 
Suppose X is computed with a computer having machine precision E. Since 
rounding errors of order e/u, can be expected to contaminate the result, we 
see that serious inaccuracies can arise whenever ui is small. 
Another way to understand the difficulties posed by a small ui is based on 
the observation that an 0( a,) perturbation of A4 can lead to a breakdown of 
Laub’s method [3] (or any other technique that requires the calculation of 
M ‘s “stable” invariant subspace). To illustrate this important point, define the 
Hamiltonian M, by 
M, = ZQ"MQZ H, 
where Q is chosen in (4.1) so that ‘1”s eigenvalues are in the left half plane 
and where Z is defined by the quantities in (4.2) as follows: 
Z,, = Udiag(0, u2,. . . , u,)VH, Z,,=Udiag(l,6, ,..., S,)V”. 
Note that 
but since Z,, is singular, the matrix X= Z,,Z,;’ is mldefined. We conchide 
that Laub’s method would fail when applied to M,, a matrix that is within 
O(u,) of M: 
However, the precise connection between a small ui and nearness to unstabi- 
lizability is mlclear at this time. 
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5. ORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITIONS FOR REAL HAMILTONIAN 
MATRICES 
Much of what we have presentecl carries over to the case of real 
Hamiltonian matrices. For example, if ‘21 is real and (3 is orthogonal and 
symplectic, then (>‘L14Q is Hanliltonian. Olkous real analogs exist for Algo- 
rithms 1, 2, and :3, Theorems 2.1, 3.1, and 4.1, and Corollaries 2.2, :3.2, and 
:3.:3. 
In this section we consider the canonical forms for real HamiltoniaIl 
matrices that can be attained via orthogonal symplectic similarity transforma- 
tions. Recall that in the ordinary eigenvalue problem, the real Schur decom- 
position theorem states that if FE[W”X”, then there exists an orthogonal 
(1 E [w “y” such that Q’FCJ is upper quasitriangular, i.e., upper traingular with 
possible 2 X 2 blocks along the diagonal. By confining the complex conjugate 
eigenvalues of F to these blocks, complex arithmetic is avoided. 
such thut 
where 7’ is upper quusitriungulur cd R’ = R. Q can 1~ dmwn ,swh that the 
eigcnvduw of 2' ore in the lej? half plunc cd such that each 2X2 Idock on 
the tliagonal of 2' is ns,socic&d with 0 complex conjugatr puir of eigcnvtllucs. 
Proof. The proof is identical with the proof of Theorem :3.1 except in the 




y=u+iu, u, UER”, 
z=r+is, r, sER”. 
From these equations we have 
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(5.2) 
Let 2, be an orthogonal symplectic matrix determined by Algorithm 3 such 
that 
Since 
ael + if 
[ 1 ig is an eigenvector of Z,MZr, it follows from (1.4) that 
(crei + if )“( ig ) is real and hence g, = 0. 
Again using Algorithm 3, we can find an orthogonal symplectic Z, such 
that 
If W were singular, then we would have r~u=a[v and ~JT=(YS. But this would 
imply that ~10 because y=(i+r~/a)u and z=(l+q/cw)r. Thus, W must be 
nonsingular. Defining P= Z,Z, and using (5.2), we obtain 
(PMP’)[;]=[;]w[ Yp ;]w-‘#]. 
The theorem now follows by induction, since 
PMPT = n . 
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We conclude this paper with some remarks about the computation of the 
real Schnr-Hamiltolliall form. Ideally, we would like an analog of the QR 
algorithm consisting of a finite-step initial reduction followed by a Francis-type 
iteration. (See Stewart [7] for a discussion of the QR algorithm.) Of course, 
both phases of the proposed algorithm should rely exclusively on orthogonal 
symplectic similarity tralisforrnatioIis. 
We have been able to produce an initial reduction for this prol~lem with 
an analog of the Householder reduction to Hessenherg form. (A matrix is 
upper lifwcmhcvg if it is zero 1)elow its first sul)diagonal.) Iu particular, if 
LvT=AT7‘, li = K’, and ii are in Iw ‘I x”, then there exists an orthogonal sym- 
plectic (1 such that 
where If is upper Hessenljerg, R’= R, ard D=diag((/,, . . , cl,, ). 
To see how this cau be accomplished, suppose that we have computed 
orthogonal symplectic matrices P,, . . , Pk , such that 
M,_, =(P1.. .Px._ Jlrl(Pl . . .Pk ,) 
where H,, is upper Hesseuberg, D,, is diagonal, and ek is the kth cohmm of 
I,. By usiug Algorithm 3 we can construct an orthogonal symplectic matrix Pk 
such that 
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where the bar is used to indicate those submatrices that are affected by the 
update. It is clear that M,_, has the “Hessenberg-Hamiltonian” form de- 
scribed in (6.1). 
The overall computation can be arranged so that A, K, and W are 
overwritten by H, D, and R respectively. To illustrate this and other compu- 
tational nuances associated with the reduction, we give a detailed statement 
of the algorithm along with an assessment of the amount of work as measured 
in flops. A “flop” is the amount of floating-point arithmetic and subscripting 
approximately associated with the arithmetic expression Ai txi - tgii. 
For j=l,...,n-2, 







(* denotes an arbitrary 
Set U=diag( Ii, Vi). 
nonzero element). 
AcUAV [2(n-j)2+2n(n-j)flops], 
Nt UNU [2(n-j)2+2j(n-j)flops], 
KtUKU [2( n- j)2 flops]. 
(b) Determine c and s such that c2 +s2 = 1 and 
A N 
K -AI 
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c) Determine a Householder matrix y of order n-i such that 
Set V=diag( Zi, I$). 
AtVAV [2(n-j)2+2n(n-j) flops], 
Nc VNV [2(n-_i)2 +2i(n-i) flops], 
KtVKV [2( n - i)2 flops]. 
In deriving the flop counts it is assumed that symmetry and zero structure are 
exploited. When these work assessments are totaled, we find that the entire 
reduction requires ?a” flops. 
The orthogonal matrix Q in (6.1) is clearly given by 
Q= P, . . .Pnp2 (6.2) 
where each P, has the form 
Q can be stored in “factored” form, as is so often done in orthogonal matrix 
computations. That is, the “Householder vectors” u and u can be stored in the 
positions of the entries that they are designed to reduce. [The sines and 
cosines of the n-2 Jacobi symplectics require O(n) storage.] Approximately 
; n3 flops are needed to compute Q when it is synthesized from right to left in 
(6.2) assuming, of course, that the symplectic structure of the Pi matrices is 
exploited. Thus, the entire computation of (6.1) requires 8n” flops and no 
more than 4n2 storage. (A, QI1, and Qi2 each need n2 locations, while N and 
K require n2/2 locations apiece because of symmetry.) 
This brings us to the problem of reducing the “condensed” Hessenberg 
form (6.1) to the Schur-Hamiltonian form (5.1). We have so far been unable to 
find an algorithm to do this, and here we briefly summarize what some of the 
difficulties appear to be. 
The main problem seems to be that all potentially useful symplectic 
updates of the condensed form lead to “fill-in” of the nice zero structure. For 




h hpn TPP *pn PP 
h k, T,, r,, “P 
d, 0 -h,, -hn, 
0 d” +,, -h,,n 
p=Yl-1, 
easily enough, but then what do we do with it? Somehow we would like to 
update the condensed form with an implicit-shift technique in such a way that 
the new (n, n- 1) entry of H is reduced more or less as it is in the QR 
algorithm. We have yet to figure out how this can be accomplished. However, 
we remark that once h, “_ 1 is negligible, it is possible to zero d, with a 
symplectic J( n, c, s) and the problem then deflates. 
Despite our lack of success generalizing the iterative portion of the QR 
algorithm, we are reasonably optimistic. Extensions of this algorithm exist for 
many other unitary eigenvalue decompositions. Consider, for example, the 
SVD algorithm [l] for singular values and the QZ algorithm [5] for the 
generalized Schur decomposition. It would therefore be somewhat surprising 
if no such extension could be found for the Schur-Hamiltonian decomposition. 
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